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ABSTRACT:
ICTs are advancing, alongside growing such understanding, the course will likewise help understudy educators to get the hang of coordinating innovation apparatuses for instructing learning, material improvement, creating communitarian systems for sharing and learning. This learning can help incorporate pre-benefit and in-benefit educator training, address the conventional difficulties of instructor seclusion and the requirement for sufficient and proper learning asset materials (MHRD, 2012).
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INTRODUCTION
The continually creating field of ICT will dependably require investigation of new mechanical headways with regards to educating learning. This course intends to give a comprehension of ICT and its possibilities in changing social settings. It will give an expansive comprehension of ICT that incorporate processing and correspondence advancements. We need to comprehend their job and duty as a client isn’t disengaged with their more extensive social jobs. The decisions as close to home as leaning toward a product or a site over the other do have social and monetary ramifications. Utilizing innovation in a classroom is critical expertise for learning instructors towards ICT empowered training. This course centres around outfitting the understudy instructors with

- A social point of view on the ramifications of ICT for the bigger society.
- skills of fundamental computer education and ICT-supported learning;
- skills of utilization of ICT in managerial and scholarly emotionally supportive networks;

Different ICT Techniques Used in the Classroom
There are distinctive procedures that might be utilized in the classroom for Enriching Learning Situations. ICT systems for enhancing learning circumstance were following:

MOOC (Massive Open Online Course)
Gigantic Open Online Course is an online course gone for boundless cooperation and open access through the web. Notwithstanding customary course materials, for example, shot addresses, readings, and issue sets, numerous MOOCs give intelligent client discussions to help network connections among understudies, educators, and showing colleagues (TAs). MOOCs are an ongoing and broadly looked into advancement in separation training.
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Following are famous MOOCs:
- Khan Academy
- NPTEL (http://nptel.ac.in)
- coursera (https://www.coursera.org)
- UDACITY (https://www.udacity.com)
- KHAN ACADEMY
- UDEMY
- EDX
- FUTURE LEARN
- OPEN 2 STUDY
- NOVOED

**Virtual classrooms**

A Virtual Classroom is an online classroom that enables members to convey, see introductions, interface with learning assets and work in gatherings. A virtual classroom is a web-based learning condition. The earth can be electronic and gotten to through an entrance or programming based and require a downloadable executable document.

Much the same as in a true classroom, an understudy in a virtual classroom partakes in synchronous guidance, which implies that the instructor and understudies are signed into the virtual learning condition in the meantime.

Numerous schools and organizations have taken off virtual classrooms to give synchronous separation instruction. Virtual classroom programming applications regularly utilize various synchronous advances, for example, web conferencing, video conferencing, live spilling, and electronic VoIP to furnish remote understudies with the capacity to team up continuously. To upgrade the instructive procedure, applications may likewise give understudies nonconcurrent specialized apparatuses, for example, message sheets and visit abilities.

**Flipped Classroom**

The flipped classroom upsets customary techniques, conveying guidance online outside of class and moving "homework" onto the classroom. The flipped classroom is an academic model in which the average address and homework components of a course are turned around. Short video addresses are seen by understudies at home before the class session, while in-class time is dedicated to activities, ventures, or talks.

**Online Learning / Web-based Learning**

We may use beneath kinds of learning with the advanced instrument through the web association. With the assistance of internet learning, the understudy may learn whenever and wherever. Following are the significant method for web-based learning:

- Synchronous
- Asynchronous
- Blended learning
- M-Learning (Mobile Learning)
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